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Safety Enhanced
Bathroom Accessories

Soap Dish with Integrated Support Rail. Make a bold statement
with this luxurious centerpiece. Removable soap dish is easy to
clean and features the seamless elegance of Corian®, a
shatterproof surface that resists the growth of mold and bacteria.

Wall Toilet Roll Holder with Integrated Support Rail. Soft lines
and graceful curves blend effortlessly with practicality and function.
Corian® shelves provide ample space for toilet roll storage or other
items while the discrete hand rail offers trustworthy support.

Corner Shelf with Integrated Support Rail. Sleek curves and
clever practicality never go out of style. The Corian® shelf provides
a generous surface that can be removed for easy cleaning. The
reliable support rail is always within reach to offer a helping hand.

Accent Ring with Integrated Support Rail. Add a touch of
elegance and just the right amount of support with the Accent Ring.
A unique and incredibly solid handrail designed to contour circular
shower fixtures and provide support when accessing controls.
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The Invisia™ Collection is based on a simple concept;

Grab bars should not
look like grab bars.
In keeping with this concept, HealthCraft has designed a series of
luxurious bathroom accessories that also happen to be grab bars
hidden in plain sight.

A seamless look and feel.
Common design elements
throughout the entire collection allow for a variety of charming
combinations to create a consistent look in any bathroom.
Integrated support rails with a 350lbs weight capacity.
Professional grade construction combined with superior quality
fittings ensure years of reliable service and rock-solid support.
DuPont™ Corian® surfaces. Beautiful shatterproof surfaces
that are nonporous and resist the growth of mold, mildew and
bacteria.
Discreet wall stems with concealed screws. Meticulously
designed wall interface stems render screws and mounting areas
virtually invisible and allow the Invisia™ Collection to naturally
blend within its environment.
Multi-contact wall support. While two-point contact with the wall
structure is standard for most grab bars and bathroom
accessories, much of the Invisia™ Collection overachieves with
up to 4 points of contact for maximum structural support.
2 deluxe finishes. Magnolia White or Bright Polished Chrome.
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